𝗜𝗻𝘁𝗿𝗼 ( 𝗮𝗳𝘁𝗲𝗿 𝘁𝗿𝘆𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗮𝗻𝗱 𝗳𝗮𝗶𝗹𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗮𝘁 𝗹𝗼𝘃𝗲 𝘀𝗼 𝗺𝗮𝗻𝘆 𝘁𝗶𝗺𝗲𝘀 , 𝗼𝗻𝗲 𝗯𝗲𝗴𝗶𝗻𝘀 𝘁𝗼 𝗮𝘀𝗸 𝗶𝗳 𝘁𝗵𝗲𝗿𝗲𝘀 𝗮 𝗰𝘂𝗿𝗲 𝗳𝗼𝗿
𝘁𝗵𝗶𝘀 𝘀𝗶𝗰𝗸𝗻𝗲𝘀𝘀 , 𝗶 𝗻𝗲𝗲𝗱 𝗮 𝗻𝗲𝘄 𝗽𝗿𝗲𝘀𝗰𝗿𝗶𝗽𝘁𝗶𝗼𝗻 𝗰𝘂𝘇 𝗺𝗶𝗻𝗲𝘀 𝗮𝗶𝗻𝘁 𝘄𝗼𝗿𝗸𝗶𝗻𝗴
𝗩𝗲𝗿𝘀𝗲1
Never been the one in the latest gear
Never been worried bout the top tier
But I was always tryna touch the skies
Planes flying like how I got here
At the tippy top u can drop here
Where the birds fear yet the planes go
The ones that said they never leave me / is not her
In a place where they don’t need me /
When they get doe
Was the really for me , look I don’t know
Did they really love me , look I hope so
Look like they only come around when they got know doe
They think I don’t know
It’s just my heart is my weakness
Me Loving you and who would think
U would give me this treatment
Love ones be tweaking that’s y I’m grieving
𝗣𝗿𝗲𝗵𝗼𝗼𝗸
𝗕𝗲Cuz of this pain, I need medicine
Running low , need 𝗺𝘆 medicine
(What kinda medicine we talking bout
I can’t get this love thang right
So I take medicine
When she left me she left me Mary Jane...
𝗛𝗼𝗼𝗸
I need a prescription for love
Cuz I can’t get it right
I Been taking dose after dosage
And still ain’t feeling right
I been taking dose after dosage
The heart ain’t healing right
I been taking dos after dosage
And still can’t get it right
(Love ..........)

𝗩𝗲𝗿𝘀𝗲2
I never been the one to force my love on ya
Constantly text u and always phone u
Even if I’m feeling like Caledonia
U can be in jersey or California
I ain’t keeping dibs know I can’t clone you
I know I can’t be around every morning
Or everynight wishing I could have u moaning
But to chase that bag ain’t being home and
Won’t pay the bills for a Queens throne
So u can have ya space when a kings gone
We went back and forth like it was ping pong
Neighbor gone hear us and ring the alarm
All she hear is screaming but ain’t no harm
Them was sunny days now it’s just a storm
Cold hearted no longer warm
Damn I miss u I’m kinda torn
𝗣𝗿𝗲𝗵𝗼𝗼𝗸
𝗕𝗲Cuz of this pain, I need medicine
Running low , need 𝗺𝘆 medicine
(What kinda medicine we talking bout
I can’t get this love thang right
So I take medicine
When she left me she left me Mary Jane...
𝗛𝗼𝗼𝗸)
I need a prescription for love
Cuz I can’t get it right
I Been taking dose after dosage
And still ain’t feeling right
I been taking dose after dosage
The heart ain’t healing right
I been taking dos after dosage
And still can’t get it right

